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in photographic intelligence work have been modified and converted to serve
the purposes of peacetime mapping, engineering, earth research and prospecting.
The editors believe that the small part of the story of military photographic
intelligence recorded in this issue will be of interest to readers of PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEERING. In November 1938, General Oberst Baron Werner von
Fritch, Chief of the German General Staff said, "The nation with the best
photographic reconnaissance will win the next war.I! There seems to be no reason why that prophecy, once-fulfilled by World War II, should not be re-stated
with additional emphasis in 1948.
C. G. COLEMAN & A. C. LUNDAHL
U. S. Navy Photographic Interpretation Center

UNDERWATER DEPTH DETERMINATION BY
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY*
A. C. Lundahl, U. S. Navy Photographic Interpretation Center
INTRODUCTION
to the problem of underwater depth determination by aerial
SOLUTIONS
photography have been proposed by numerous military and civilian researchers during World War II, and many of their suggestions have been tested
under operating conditions. The present paper describes some of the most interesting developments and concludes that they are vital in war where cost is
unimportant but are of questionable value in peacetime when indifferent degrees of accuracy must be balanced against expensive photography. Where
coastline aerial photography has been taken for other purposes, it is well
worth while to attempt to extract hydrographic data by the techniques described.
Aerial photographic depth determination methods may be divic;led into two
general groups. The first is based on evaluations of water depth from measurements of horizontal parallax of sea surface and bottom detail photo images, or
from measurements of photo emulsion densities obtained by simultaneous exposures with various filter combinations.
In either case, the sea water must be relatively transparent to the light
wavelengths for which the film used is most selective or sensitive. Dietz (1)
states that oceanic water is most transparent to blue light with a wave length of
0.48,u, whereas coastal water is most transparent to green light of O.S3,u or higher.
The second group of methods is based on evaluation of water depths and bottom
gradients from timed photographic records' of sea surface wave behavior. An
unclassified though very useful method described by Williams (2) is based on
aerial shoreline photography taken at carefully recorded times. From the time
record, and appropriate tables the tide height is computed. By this method,
the waterline shown on each photograph is transferred to a mosaic or master
map and Section profiles may be constructed.
The importance of determining the gradient of a beach on which forces are
to be landed is obvious. As Williams (2) questions-How far to the seaward
will craft ground? To what extent will it be necessary to waterproof the vehicles
to be unloaded? What kind of craft will be used? Will special equipment such
as pontoons be needed? Will men be in danger of drowning in deeper water inshore
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of where the craft ground? Scores of these and related problems arise, varying
slightly between tidal and non-tidal water. Based on the minimum draft requirements for amphibious craft, and with some exceptions, the 2-fathom line
was generally considered the lower limit for beach gradient determinations. Few
maps or charts available before World War II set out in detail all the beach
gradient information required. Outside the limitations of scale and the changes
which beaches undergo with the passage of time, both maps and charts showed
a tendency to regard beaches as a kind of "no man's land" (2-p. 76) with which
neither is primarily concerned. This statement surely needs qualification. Where
large scale hydrographic surveys of beach areas had been made, the results
were excellent; but such surveys were rare and the areas covered were small.
Usually the beach was regarded as the border to the sea bed being sounded.
Hydrographic work becomes difficult in shoal water, since boats may ground or
swamp and positions are difficult to resect because of the poor geometry of
survey triangles. Further, the common user of charts is more concerned with
keeping off the shore than grounding on it, and it becomes clear that charts
cannot be expected to always give detailed information about beaches. Thus it
can be seen how important the problem of determining beach gradients appeared to a few officers in 1941 who were beginning to consider invasion problems.
DESCRIPTION OF METHODS DEVELOPED
PARALLAX METHODS

Initial attempts to use the conventional methods of height determination
from parallax measurements of stereo pairs of aerial photos were largely unsuccessful and had to be abandoned. High reconnaissance flying altitudes
would not permit parallax equation to give heights correct to 1 or 2 feet with
the laboratory equipment available. Also, small scale photography and loss of
beach texture would not permit accurate placement of the floating dot in parallax evaluations. It was equally difficult to derive depth results from low altitude
oblique photographs despite their value in determining the nature of beach
materials, obstacles, etc. Navy technicians had been experimenting (3) with the
Sonne continuous strip stereo camera t on underwater depth determination
problems following the earlier camera developmental efforts of the Army Air
Force specialists at Wright Field. The principle of the Sonne Camera is related
to that of the old-time panoramic view camera and is simple to outline. The
film, travelling opposite to the direction of flight, is made to pass before a continuouslyopen slit which acts as a shutter and in effect the image is lit~rally
"painted" on a continuous strip of 9t" film 200 feet in length. Modified to
produce a continuous stereo strip, the Sonne camera was supplied with two
lenses, instead of one, which were mounted on the camera and made to rotate
slightly fore or aft of the neutral position. For more details on the Sonne Camera
it is suggested that the reference to Mr. P. Kistler's work (4) be consulted.
Mounted in fast fighter aircraft, the Sonne Camera could be reasonably expected to provide coverage at a scale of 1/500, or 10 times larger than with
other known methods and still maintain pilot safety according to Mansfield
(3-p. 126).
The operation of the Sonne camera was made completely automatic by designing an electronic system that would synchronize the optical system and film
speed of advance with the ground motion of water surface or beach as the plane
passes over it.

t Now developed and sold by the Chicago Aerial Survey Co.
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Experimental tests were made over sounded ranges in clear water reef areas
near Cat Cay, Bahama Islands. Bottom detail was found necessary to provide
reference for measurement. Also, it was found essential to have ripples or slight
waves on the water in order to record the surface image on the film. The Sonne
Stereo Comparator is used to measure the distance between the surface of the
water and the bottom and is so constructed as to use either negatives or prints.
Cat Cay tests result showed an average error of six inches with a maximum
error of slightly over one foot in depths measured. Operational tests were
equally heartening in handling such questions as the following: "I want to land
heavy artillery from an LST on Gree Beach on Love Day at H plus one hour.
How far do you figure I can get her in before she goes aground?" (3-p. 124). The
Sonne derived answer of 810 feet offshore was almost perfect as the subject
LST actually grounded 800 feet offshore (3-p. 232). During the pre-invasion
preparations for the Okinawa campaign, as Katz (12-p. 606) points out, measurements were made from stereo-strip films of the sea-wall back of one invasion beach. The Sonne estimated height of 6 feet differed from the postinvasion field mesurement by only 2 inches. The general averages for height
and depth determinations by the Sonne technique during the Okinawa Campaign were slightly over one foot. While there is usually no objection to compiling results whose accuracy is greater than that actually required, there is a
degree of precision beyond which refinement becomes pointless. Lateral accidental height changes of 1 foot along a beach are of frequent occurrence.
Therefore, an accuracy of 1 foot in height was considered sufficient for prediction of how craft would ground.
In the Normandy invasion, it can be assumed, according to Thoren (13-p.
7), that the Germans were ignorant of the Sonne strip camera which made it
possible for the Allied Air Force to photograph the beach at low tide from 50 to
100 meter altitude and thereby acquire information concerning landing craft
obstructions along the entire French coast.
FILM DENSITY OR TRANSPARENCY METHOD

British research workers in 1942 noted the correlation between density of the
photo image and depth of water while examining aerial photos of an area which
happened to include a swimming pool. This condition might have been expected
since more light will be reflected through a thin layer of water than through a
thick one. While attempting to deduce the depth of sea water from aerial photographs, the British workers noted certain exceptions in the density-depth correlation. For example, when the sea was ruffled by waves or ripples, the photo
image came from the water surface and not from the bottom. As might be expected, no results were obtained in such cases. Intermediate cases showed part
of the photo image to be formed by surface reflection and part of the reflection
to come from the sea bed. In other situations, the density of the photographic
image was not a simple function of the water, as settled or suspended mud, sand,
weeds, shell or foreign material exerted a positive though unevaluated influence.
It was early decided that the Density Method was unreliable if not dangerous,
and it was generally abandoned. More recently, other organizations have evaluated the method and some remarkable results have been obtained. However,
none of the later tests appear to have been carried out under operating conditions and it is doubtful whether the method can be of great value quantitatively.
Qualitatively, there is no question as to the usefulness of the method. For example, the principle was successfully used in 1943 to plot the deep water channel in the Seine below Rouen (2).
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WAVE METHODS

It seemed possible that quantitative data on water depths might be derived
from timed aerial photographs of lines of breakers or of wave patterns since it was
known that both react to water depths and sea bed configuration among other
things. A mathematical relationship between wave length, wave velocity and
water depth is expressed in Stokes First Approximation as follows:

C2

g"A
= -

21r

21rd

[1]

tan h "A

I

where C=wave velocity; X=wave length; d=depth of water; g=gravitational
constant and tan h is the hyperbolic tangent. Where the depth is less than 0.1
of the wave length, a simplified expression of this equation can be used:
C 2 = gd

C2

or

d

= - .

[2]

g

The theoretical considerations which form the basis of the indicated computation are found in classical hydrodynamics. The mathematical expressions apply
specifically to surface waves of low steepness-that is, waves whose height is
less than one-half per cent of their length. The difficulty in using the wave
methods results from computations that are based on somewhat uncertain
theoretical relationships of wave properties such as length, height, period, and
steepness as the surface waves advance from deep water across increasingly
shallow sloping bottoms. For theoretical discussions related to this problem, the
works of Miche (5), Lewy (6), Stoker (7) and Friedrichs (8) might be consulted.
Despite the difficulties encountered with the wave methods, various procedures
have been developed and applied.
1. Wave Velocity Method
British researchers obtained highly encouraging results from the application
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of the simplified formula [2] to some excellent aerial photographs of Pendine
beach (2-p. 81). A comparison of the depth profiles obtained by ground survey
and the wave velocity method is shown in Fig. 1. Unfortunately, these results
turned out to be misleading as such accurate results were only rarely obtained.
The assumption that depths are less than 10 per cent of the wave length is not
always justifiable, and formula [1] must then be applied without simplification.
In order to make this repeated operation as simple as possible, it has been found
convenient to draw curves of water depth against wave velocity for several
selected wave lengths and to interpolate where necessa'ry. The curves have been
plotted in Fig. 2. An examination of the curves shows that long waves travel
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faster than short ones. Second, a given wave travels in deep water at a speed
dependent upon its length, but as it enters water of less depth than its length,
it is retarded and the velocity decreases with decrease in depth. It is apparent
then that fora given wave system, the wave velocity in shoal water is a function
of both wave length and the water depth. Inasmuch as methods for determining
underwater depths from aerial photographs were scheduled to playa prominent
role in World War II Olympic Operation according to Seiwell (9), the Army
6211 Beach Intelligence Unit was reassembled at Oahu after cessation of hostilities to investigate military oceanographic methods. The purpose was to evaluate characteristics, requirements and limitations of the wave pattern methods,
among others and t() formulate lines of future research. The organization of the
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6211 Beach Intelligence Unit for research is outlined by Seiwell (9-p. 209).
Other examples of how waves are retarded by a shoaling sea are shown by
Williams (2-p. 83). The procedure for determining water depths (d) from aerial
photographs by means of the wave velocity formulas is relatively simple if the
aerial camera is equipped with a clock bearing a second hand. In order to compute d, it is necessary to measure wave velocity (c) and wave length (A). Wave
lengths are simply measured off the photographs once the scale is known. Velocity is determined by dividing the magnitude of advance of any wave crest between two consecutive photographs by the time interval elapsed. Corrections
for tilt must be taken into account as in normal aerial survey practice. The
depth determined from Fig. 2 is the still-water depth at the mean point of the
wave length. Depths so computed are below the tide level at the time of photography. The tide level must be determined in order that all depths can be converted to chart datum.
Formula [1] neglects the effect of wave height. It is known that, for any
given wave length, a steep wave travel'S faster than a flat one. Stokes' Third
Approximation takes this into account:

gA

27rd
C2=- tan h 27r
A

{1

+e(81<dl/X+ e (-81<dl/X+ 2(e(hdl/X- e(-hdl/X)
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+ 12

7r 2h 2}
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[3]

where A, C, and d are defined as before and h=wave height. Inasmuch as this
formula is more cumbersome that [1] and it is often difficult or impossible to
measure wave heights from operational photography, among other reasons, the
formula was not widely used. In December 1944, the Beach Erosion Board,
Washington, D. C. made its laboratory available for investigating the effect of
wave height in connection with this particular application. It was concluded
among other things that neglect of wave height by using equation [1] can result
in computed depths being exaggerated by 10 per cent for ·the steepest waves.
As a rule of thumb then, it has been the practice when using the curves in Fig.
2 to reduce the.depths obtained by 10 per cent if the photographs indicate very
steep wave, or by 5 per cent for flatter waves.
To yield to the temptation of computing water depths and then adding a
large safety factor by reporting gradients or clearances less favorable than the
actual determinations is to work contrary to an unwritten rule of assault landing,
namely to beach as many of the largest craft as soon after "H" hour as possible.

2. The Wave Period Method
In view of the fact that not all aerial cameras are equipped with internal
clocks, the wave period procedure was developed to make use of wave photography taken during reconnaissance flights. A fundamental equation of wave
motion is
[4]
A = CT
where A and C are defined as before and T is the wave period. Rewriting [4]
as C = AIT, and substituting in [1] we obtain:
27rA

T2 = -

g

27rd
cot h _ .

[5]

A

Curves for this equation are plotted in Fig. 3. Some objections to this method
have been raised by observers who maintain that periods of ocean waves are
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Curves for the equotion
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not constant for a given time and locality. These criticisms appear to be based
on shore observations of wave breaks or crests passing a fixed mark. It is true
that such observations can be quite erratic, but inshore wave crests rarely result from one wave system alone but usually from a combination of several
systems, as Williams points out (2-p.86).
After good photographs have been selected, the method of applying the
wave period is as follows. First, the aerial photographs are scaled and the wave
lengths are measured, including waves as far to the seaward as possible. The
latter are termed deep water waves. The length of ordinary waves on a photograph whose scale is 1/10,000 is so small that gross errors might occur if single
wave measurements were used for evaluation of A. It is usually best to group the
waves into threes or fours and to use the mean length of each group. The offshore distances of all waves measured are essential in order to plot the depths on
charts or section paper. Using the best hydrographic chart available, the depths
of the sea at the positions of the deep water waves are read off. These waves
must be carefully selected for sharp definition of crests and great water depth.
Finally, the curves in Fig. 3 are entered with the measured wave length and corresponding depth and the wave period is determined. Once having established
T, the curves may be reentered with the same period and successively shorter
wave lengths approaching the shoreline and the various depths may be read off
quickly. Determination of the correct value for T, is all important and several
computations should be made to check the value used. Accuracy further de-
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pends on definition of the wave crests and the precision with which wave lengths
are measured. Other representative profiles illustrating the reliability of the
method under operational conditions are shown by Williams (2-p.89).
In applying the wave methods, the greatest difficulties are traced to the absence of a camera clock, determination of the scale of wave photography being
analyzed, dual systems of waves giving complex patterns, and lack of wave
definition.
3. Wave Refraction Method
The last wave method to be noted is based upon the continually decreasing
angle of incidence of deep water waves with a long straight beach as they proceed inshore. This refraction effect is shown diagramatically in Fig. 4 where the
angles £h, (}2, (}a are obviously functions of the water depth at points PI, P 2 ,
Coosf/infl

FIG. 4. Wave refraction method.

P a• Unfortunately photographic records of this type of phenomenon are not too
abundant. It would appear that excellent results might be obtained where a
large angle of wave incidence exists initially and varies rapidly as the shore is
approached. A recommended procedure consists of determining the depth,
wave length and angle of incidence of the waves at a deep water point and then
reducing the depth at points inshore as functions of (}2, (}a, etc.
The basic formula is:
sin a

C

sin ao

Co

where ao = the wave incidence angle
any given point inshore, and Co and
For tables relating the offshore water
the work of Bigelow and Edmondson

[6]

offshore, ex = the wave incidence angle at
C are the corresponding wave velocities.
depths and initial wave incidence angles,
(1o-p.1SS) should be examined.

The Waterline Method
Reliable beach gradients may be determined from conventional aerial photographs taken at carefully recorded times over certain types of coastlines. With
accurate time data and appropriate H.O. Tables, the tide height can be computed. On each photograph the waterline is traced, and thus from a series of
photos taken at different times, a su.ccession of contours can be transferred to
a mosaic or master map and profiles may be constructed. This procedure was
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first carried out under wartime conditions during 1914-18 when the "Dover
Patrol" (11) described how beaches of the French coast were photographed at
scheduled intervals from an aircraft while the tidal rise and fall was observed
from a submarine offshore.
During World War II, the accuracy of this method was assessed in a series
of trials carried out at Porth kerry Beach near Barry, South Wales. The conditions were made to resemble those under operational conditions as closely as
possible. Photographs at 1 :10,000 scale were used and Admiralty Tables were
used to compute tide heights. Despite the problems encountered in scaling sea
photographs, in computing tide heights, in correcting for "run-up" of waves
giving a false waterline or in seeing the waterline on photographs, the waterline
method had an obvious application because of its simplicity. Most amphibious
operations undertaken in tidal waters during World War II were planned on
beach gradients derived substantially from the waterline method. The first of
these operations was the Dieppe landing.
The most common sources of error lay in the inaccurate photographic time
records, changes in the beach gradients as a result of wave action after profiles
were drawn, or difficulty in interpreting the waterline. Despite certain specific
advantages of infra-red film, it was found that panchromatic film generally gave
a clearer waterline. Further, the method had certain limitations as it was useless
for gradients below the level of low spring tides and had no application to tideless waters.
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